
Swarm RL for Solving the Inven-tory Routing Problem in Coopera-tion with an AI-Startup
Description
In contemporary supply chains, inefficiencies in tour planning and scheduling resultin elevated costs and carbon emissions. To combat these issues, logistics compa-nies utilise both scheduling and routing algorithms. However, in many scenarios,such as inventory replenishment or waste collection, scheduling and vehicle routingproblems (VRP) are deeply interlinked, with the VRP outcome directly influencingscheduling strategies.SOTA approaches mainly segregate the problem into distinct scheduling and VRPtasks, which are subsequently solved using (non-)linear programming or heuristics.This separation, however, induces suboptimal outcomes, given that the primary ob-jective of scheduling optimization is inextricably linked to the efficiency of the resul-tant routing, which is determined independently. [1, 2]
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Figure 1: Illustration adapted from [3] to illustrate the learning process
This thesis proposes the integration of scheduling and VRP through the applicationof Reinforcement Learning (RL). Specifically, it explores the potential of Swarm RLfor the dynamic generation of optimized schedules that inform VRP solutions. An RLagent will be developed to create schedules that are subsequently used as input tothe VRP, which is the basis of the associated rewards. This thesis will be developedin cooperation with an AI startup from Karlsruhe, which provides simulated and real-world data environments. Specifically, the goal is to explore the application of GNN-based Swarm RL as performed in [3]. The model treats each customer within thenetwork as a distinct agent in a larger swarm system. At every step, agents assesstheir need for inventory replenishment. This decision is informed by their local viewand through interactions with neighbouring agents, facilitated by message-passingor attention mechanisms.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature Review: Acquire a comprehensive understanding of multi-Agent RLand conventional approaches to the Problem.• Implementation of the RL-agent: Refine and implement the suggested ap-proach.• Tests on Synthetic and Real-world Data Test your approach first on smaller,synthetic instances and later on a dataset with >200 customers.References
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